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Canadian & U.S. patent pending

HOW DOES IT WORK?

Slide & Lock Light Duty Pusher System 

Heavy Duty Pusher Multi-Use PusherLight Duty Pusher Setup

Give your sales a push! Our pushers keep 
your products up front where customers 
can see and buy them! Made from 
high-impact styrene, our pushers fit any 
shelving system. Tracks are available 
in a variety of lengths from 6” to 22” 
long. Available in white, black or custom 
colours (minimum order required).

SPRING LOADED PUSHERS

* Black, white or custom colours available. Minimum quantities required.

Equipping your shelves with Pushers and Dividers 
is quick and easy. First attach the snap bars to your 
shelves. Then snap the spring loaded pushers and 
dividers into place and adjust their position by easily 
sliding them left or right. We carry Pushers and Dividers 
for any shelving system. 
Visit our website, displaypeople.com, to learn more.

Individual fronts

Our new low profile light duty 
pusher system incorporates our 
patent pending slide and lock 
mechanism for unlimited layout 
adjustability that adapts to your 
product needs. This light duty 
pusher system is the perfect 
companion for our shelf dividers. 

Adjust your shelf layout without 
removing your product 
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SHELF DIVIDERS
Our divider design adjusts to suit most shelf depths. Affix easily to shelves with T-Snap Tracks or push pins. 
Use as stand alone dividers or together with our Spring-Loaded Pushers. 

SNAP BARS
Snap Bars are used to attach spring-loaded 
pushers and adjustable dividers to shelves. 
Apply with double-sided tape, magnetic tape, 
push pins or screws (specify preferred method 
when ordering). Extruded in durable clear PVC. 
Custom lengths available.

PUSHER FRONTS 
We carry an assortment of pusher fronts so you can configure your pusher system 
to support a wide variety of merchandise. Moulded in clear Polycarbonate.
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Shelf Mounted Bottle Pusher Kit

Deli / Cheese / Produce Pusher Kit

Slide and Lock Pusher Kit

Universal Light Duty Pusher Kit

Freezer Pusher Kit

Shelf Mounted Bottle Pusher Kit

DVD / Video Game Pusher Kit

Adjustable Tray Style Pusher Kit

Gum Pusher Kit

Our pusher kits are a simple and effective solution for shelf merchandising. Made from high-impact styrene, 
they fit any shelving system. Just install and add your product! Custom kit depths and widths can be created to 
fit all your shelving needs.

* Track depths can be customized upon request to fit your various shelf requirements.
* Kits can be customized to various shelf widths.

EXAMPLES OF POPULAR SHELF PUSHER KITS

Gum Pusher Kit

Universal Pusher Kit

Slide and Lock Pusher Kit
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